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Ann facilitates parent talk at
Pasadena Unified District
by

Ann Smith

Spring always fills me with hope and new
possibilities. I am privileged that I wake
each day in love with the work we do at
GSC. In this newsletter we celebrate our
endeavors of the past months and
anticipate new opportunities to come.
Thank you for sharing in the joy of
raising gifted children. Our hope is that
they continue on their paths of selfdiscovery to allow awakening and
fulfillment of their dreams.

New Jersey Association for the
Gifted features LYFSE
Serendipitous experiences over time have
been the essence of Leave Your Sleep for
Education. After meeting at the NAGC
annual conference in North Carolina, Lynne
Henwood, with the New Jersey Association
for Gifted Children, proposed writing an
article about LYSFE. What followed was
our first recognition about this great work,
outside of California. I am so honored to
have the New Jersey Association for Gifted
Children imprinted in my mind as the
organization that moved our work from
California to a larger audience.

Leave Your Sleep for
Education in Action
Leave Your Sleep for Education has been a
natural creative evolution for me because
music and poetry have always been where I
turn to understand the world and make
sense of my place in it. Many musicians and
poets have influenced me, but none to the
extent of two women; my maternal
grandmother, and musician Natalie
Merchant. LYSFE is my gift to them for
what they have given to me. And It is a gift
to my children, and to all children.
Following is a glimpse of the story behind
the work.

Support GSC through eScrip
and AmazonSmile

I had the distinct pleasure and honor to fly
down to Pasadena for two days in February
and work with my dear friend and
colleague, Karen Anderson, GATE Teacher
on Special Assignment (TOSA) at the
Pasadena Unified School District. Our work
commenced with a special parent talk for
parents of newly identified children in the
district and continued with meetings at
three elementary schools discussing
implementation of Leave Your Sleep for
Education. I was so touched by the
extraordinary care and work the educators
in Pasadena are committed to for gifted
children in their district. We have included
the link to the parent talk in this
newsletter. Please reach out if we can offer
the same assistance in your school or
district.
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Leave Your Sleep for Education has been a natural creative evolution for me because music and poetry have always been where I turn to
understand the world and make sense of my place in it. Many musicians and poets have influenced me, but none to the extent of two women; my
maternal grandmother, and musician Natalie Merchant. LYSFE is my gift to them for what they have given to me. And It is a gift to my children,
and to all children. Following is a glimpse of the story behind the work.

An Adventure That Happens Between the Pages
of a Book and the Words of a Song
“Shortly after musician Natalie Merchant released her 2-CD Leave Your Sleep publication in 2010, it came across Ann’s path. Ann was
touched by the poems Natalie had selected, the poets she’d featured, the music she’d created for the poems, and the process she’d followed
creating Leave Your Sleep. To Ann, it was exquisite work filled with beauty and awe, and she was determined to honor Natalie’s sense of
beauty and complexity when creating Leave Your Sleep for Education. Ann, along with a team of dedicated individuals, developed and
piloted Leave Your Sleep for Education over the next two years. “
“LYSFE incorporates interdisciplinary learning experiences inclusive of Common Core Standards… and the Next Generation Science
Standards. The activities associated with the poems are intended to provide new, different, and creative experiences, to broaden all
students’ awareness of literature as a stimulus to learning across the disciplines.”
To learn more about this unique curriculum, please visit the Leave Your Sleep for Education website at:
HTTP://GIFTEDSUPPORTCENTER.COM/LEAVE-YOUR-SLEEP-FOR-EDUCATION/
This segment was taken from an article that originally appeared in the New Jersey Association for Gifted Children’s publication entitled ‘Promise’ in February 2018
REPRINTED WITH THE AUTHOR’S PERMISSION
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LEAVE YOUR SLEEP

LYS RAFFLE WINNERS!

GSC/LYSFE 8th Anniversary Benefit

CAG 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
March 3, 2018 dinner

by

Ann Smith

•
•
•
•

CAG 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

•
•

The title, Leave Your Sleep, is from a Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme that dates to the early
1700s
Leave Your Sleep is a project Natalie created for her daughter during the first 6 years of
her daughter’s life
Natalie researched and wrote Leave Your Sleep over a period of 5 years
She created an individual bio for the life of each poet. With Natalie’s permission, we
adapted her bios for classroom use which are published on the LYSFE platform
Over 100 musicians contributed their musical talents to Leave Your Sleep
Natalie considers Leave Your Sleep to be her masterpiece. We could not agree more

Cheryl (R) and Leslie (L)

Girls and boys, come out to play,
The moon doth shine as bright as day;
Leave your supper, and leave your sleep,
And come with your playfellows into the street.

New LYS schools in Pasadena
PUSD Willard

Come with a whoop, come with a call,
Come with a good will or not at all.
Up the ladder and down the wall,
A halfpenny roll will serve us all.
You find milk, and I'll find flour,
And we'll have a pudding in half an hour.

Encouraging Artistic Expression
Aes thetic s , pe rfo rm a n ce , o r bo t h

My earliest memory of experiencing the arts is with my
grandmother. I was three or four years old, and when I sat next
to her on her piano bench, I would be taken to another place.
“How do you get it to sound like that?” I’d ask her time and again.
“You hear it,” was her reply. “But how do you know which keys to
play? How do your fingers know where to go?”
My grandmother, if born in a different place, or if chance had
brought her there, could have kept musical company with the
likes of those in the halls of Juilliard. Some classified her as a
musical prodigy. She had perfect pitch, and although she couldn’t
read music and never received formal training, she played by ear.
I can still visualize her at her piano. I can remember watching
her play the organ, accordion, ukulele and even attempt the
guitar. I never witnessed her playing her banjo but, in her
younger days, that was her instrument of choice when she played
in a local band. She would tell you that those were the best days
of her life; the days she played with her bandmates.
What did this mean for her as a small-town girl in rural Iowa,
the progeny of generations of farmers? In 1923 at 11 years of age,
on icy country roads returning from a celebration, her family’s
Hudson got into an accident; her mother and baby brother died
from their injuries. Because there were siblings to tend to and a
farm and household to help manage, her formal education ended
with her 8th grade graduation. Was she intellectually curious and
driven? You bet. Through humility and hard work, she and my
grandfather were pillars and leaders in their community.
My grandmother was masterful in her application of music.

This article originally appeared in the Fall 2016 issue of the Gifted Education Communicator. Reprinted with permission.

With each piece she played, I saw how music transported her to
another place and time. I saw how it soothed her. I understand
those experiences, because music has the same effect on
me. While I have always dreamed of playing the piano, the
multiplicative factors that must come into play to make that a
reality, such as time, luck, and environment, did not align for
me. Yet, I definitely inherited my grandmother’s love for and
appreciation of music.
Arts education is dismissed as unnecessary in many schools
today. Sometimes I wonder how our definition of success in
the educational system has become so narrow. The system
currently seems to appreciate only a certain type of individual;
an individual who achieves verbally or mathematically. And, with
that, an individual who doesn’t achieve too much more than what
is expected in that grade level. Many of our children respond to
that dangling carrot and produce at rates that seem remarkable
on paper, but at what cost? What would our world look like if
all of our children excelled in only those two core areas, at the
expense of other domains? How will life play out for our children
when they only learned to achieve in response to external
rewards, and not to develop their own natural, intrinsic passions
and interests?
When people think of artistic talent, they typically think of
individuals who perform at high levels; the rich and famous
artists. Many parents decide this type of exposure, for
performance results, is worth investing time and money to
develop the budding performing artist in their children. We also
see, as with many activities forced upon children with the best
intentions, this approach can backfire. We are so conditioned by
the notion that if we invest our time and money into an activity
for our children, they better practice consistently and work hard
and produce, or we will cease to allow them participation in that
activity.
What about exposure to the arts for the sheer joy and pleasure of
what the arts can bring? Would we be willing to invest the same
amount into our children’s experiences knowing there will be no
objective, measurable outcome? Is the subjective experience and
enhancement of beauty enough for us? What if our goal could
be the aesthetics of art; the relationship between the arts and the
person experiencing the arts, as much as the goal of supporting
the development of children who demonstrate artistic talents?
Most lessons for children prioritize drill and mastery before
enjoyment. We lose many children’s interest with this approach.
Could we expose children to rich artistic experiences for them to
interact with in a way that is for nothing more than pure pleasure
and enjoyment? Could we allow the child to process what the
experience means for him, and trust the child to facilitate the
next steps in his growth? When an emotional connection is
made, the child’s natural curiosity and engagement will drive the
process.
What other cognitive and non-cognitive factors might this
approach develop in the growing child? Intrinsic motivation,

This article originally appeared in the Fall 2016 issue of the Gifted Education Communicator. Reprinted with permission.

emotional intelligence, social and cultural interaction, empathy,
compassion, persistence and task commitment all come to
mind. These are all currently areas of prime concern within our
educational institutions and parenting practices, and the arts
could serve as a catalyst to teaching these skills.
When considering three domains of the arts: music, tactile arts,
and theater, these areas involve different physical and perceptual
abilities. Teachers and parents can assist students in developing
the cognitive skills needed to enhance their growth in these
areas. The mind is constantly developing, abilities are not static,
and students can be taught specific skills. Some children may
have natural gifts for the arts, but we must also emphasize to
students who want to learn that the mind is also receptive to
change from deliberate practice. And, if a child exhibits a natural
talent, it does not mean that he doesn’t require instruction and
practice, just as with any other domain.
Children go through stages of development in all domains, and
research supports that early childhood is a time for exposure
and playful interaction with all types of artistic media; children
should explore as many different forms of art and music as
possible. This will help lead children to an understanding
of performance possibilities and a chance to explore their
expressive abilities.
As mentioned in Psychological Foundations of the Arts: Understanding and Encouraging Artistic
Expression in the Early Grades, artists tend to be more aesthetic, creative, curious, imaginative,
sensitive, original and open to experiences. And, artists are also usually less conventional, rigid, and
socialized, meaning they are more likely to challenge convention. While these traits may sometimes be
interpreted as negative, they can also be positive, adaptive traits for individuals, especially those who
perform and create professionally. As parents, we all know that a non-conforming, strong-willed child
can be exhausting and difficult to parent, but these same qualities can be an asset to our children as
they navigate the tricky terrains of adolescence, peer pressure, and finding their way into adulthood.
Current research cannot decisively state whether these traits are already present in individuals who
likely become artists, or if being an artist promotes these personality traits.
Leadership in arts education is needed more than ever in our communities. In Leadership in Art Action:
Taking Action in Schools and Communities, Kerry Freedman mentions that the arts contribute to our
children’s cultural knowledge, social and personal identities, visual literacy and the creative economy.
By forming alliances with administrators, educators, parents and community members, we can
advocate for the arts in order to nurture a shared vision for growth in our schools and to cultivate new
ideas and practices.
Human beings have integrated the arts into their cultures and societies for thousands of years. By
providing exposure to the arts we can capture the budding artist, encourage personal expression and
creative performance, and expose children to the arts simply for the joy of enriching their lives.
Ann Smith
Burlingame, California
December 2015
Refe rences:

Miller, Erin Morris, and Rachael Sloan. Psychological Foundations
of the Arts: Understanding and Encouraging Artistic Expression
in the Early Grades (Nagc Select Series). Charleston, SC:
National Association for Gifted Children, 2014.
Freedman, Kerry. “Leadership in Art Action: Taking Action in
Schools and Communities.” Home • National Art Education
Association. Art Education, Mar. 2011. Web. 20 Dec. 2015.

This article originally appeared in the Fall 2016 issue of the
Gifted Education Communicator. Reprinted with permission.
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BLANK HONORS CENTER

I-Excel testing available for
4th-6th graders
Through a collaboration with the
University of Iowa’s Belin-Blank Center,
we are pleased to offer testing for highability 4th-6th graders at Gifted Support
Center. If your child has scored at the
95th percentile or higher on any section
of a nationally standardized test (such as
the Iowa Assessments, Terra Nova, or
Stanford Achievement Tests) or the
California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress (CAASPP) /
Measurement of Academic Performance
and Progress (MAPP), and is a current
4th, 5th, or 6th grader, he or she qualifies
to take I-Excel, an online assessment
developed by the Belin-Blank Center.

Why Test?
When children score at the 95th
percentile or higher on a standardized
test, it tells us that they understand all or
nearly all of the material on the test, but it
doesn’t tell the extent of their knowledge
or what they are ready to learn next. An
above-level test (or a test intended for
older students) is a good way to give
students more space to show what they
know. Above-level test results can be
used to help make decisions about
educational placement, such as more
challenging classes in a particular subject.

What Test Can Students
Take?
I-Excel licenses content developed by the
testing company, ACT, which was
designed to measure the academic
progress of junior high students. From
that content, the Belin-

Blank Center has been identifying the
academic talents of bright 4th – 6th grade
students for over 20 years. I-Excel is a
multiple-choice test including
Mathematics, Science, English, and
Reading. The test is taken on a computer,
and each section takes 30 minutes to
complete. Total testing time is 2 ½ hours
(including breaks).
Some parents are interested in learning if
their student would benefit from
acceleration (subject matter acceleration
or grade skipping). I-Excel provides the
information needed for the “aptitude”
section of the Iowa Acceleration Scale, in
the case of a grade skipping decision, and
provides important information about a
student’s aptitude in math, science,
English, and reading, which are useful in
subject acceleration decisions.

Belin-Blank Advisory Board Meeting November 2017, Tom
Belin (L), Ann (M), Paul Thompson (R).

What Do the Results Tell Us?
Families of students who take I-Excel
automatically receive a comprehensive
interpretation of their test results
through IDEAL Solutions® for STEM
Acceleration. This interpretation is an
excellent starting point for talking to your
child’s school about what kinds of
curricular interventions might be
appropriate.

Registration Information
Registration is completed online. Testing
cost is $85.00, payable by credit card
online.
Upcoming Test date:
Sunday, April 22, 2018 10:00 am – 2:00
pm (registration closes on 4/15/18)
Register Here:

HTTPS://I-EXCEL.ORG/REGISTER/?T=1308

Belin-Blank Center, The University of Iowa
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April 22nd — I-Excel Testing
April 26th — The Extraordinary Journey of the
Exceptionally and Profoundly Gifted
May 5th —Society of Young Inklings Workshop at GSC

The Extraordinary Journey of the
Exceptionally and Profoundly Gifted
We hope you can join us!
ONLINE REGISTRATION: HTTP://BIT.LY/RISE-PANEL-DISCUSSION
Gifted Support Center cordially invite you to join us for a film screening of
"Rise - The Extraordinary Journey of the Exceptionally and Profoundly Gifted"
followed by a panel discussion about the social and emotional development of
gifted children. About Rise, produced by the Daimon Institute: Profound
giftedness is a way of experiencing, perceiving, thinking, and creating that is
fundamentally different from a more typical human experience. Rise: The
Extraordinary Journey of the Exceptionally and Profoundly Gifted, is a look into
the lives of twelve exceptionally and profoundly gifted children, teenagers and
young adults, fleshed out by stirring testimony from parents, teachers, and
administrators.

Society of Young Inklings Workshop
at GSC
ONLINE REGISTRATION: HTTPS://WWW.YOUNGINKLINGS.ORG/LAUNCHNOVEL-WORKSHOP-YOUNG-NOVELISTS/

Come young novelists, graphic novelists, and poets alike! In the Launch Your
Novel Workshop, you’ll work with author, Naomi Kinsman, to create a
blueprint for your next novel in one creativity-packed day.
Through improvisational games and other hands-on activities, young novelists
will explore ideas and then develop a cast of characters, a detailed setting, and
a flexible plot. During the day, we will explore various storytelling techniques,
including the use of images and/or verse, to find the voice of the story each
young writer wishes to tell. Each writer will come away with a few
introductory chapters and a solid plan for the drafting process.
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Please join our mailing list to receive our newsletter, and
announcements to upcoming events. Sign up to be informed of:
Latest news | Announcements of new programs and services |
Upcoming events and presentations | Articles of interest in
gifted education | Special offerings

Without the help of sponsors, Gifted Support Center would not be possible. Our goal is to provide support to gifted children
and their families from all backgrounds, and to provide resources and support to all children in our underserved Bay Area
schools. We need your help to achieve our goal. Please consider donating to help less advantaged children in our local
community. We rely on the generosity of donors to support our programs and services which include: Parent Groups, Parent
Consultations, Resources, Lending Library, Assessment for Children, Community Education, Teacher Training, Leave Your
Sleep for Education Music and Arts program. Gifted Support Center, Inc. is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit corporation. Your gift is taxdeductible to the full extent allowed by law.

EARN FOR GSC USING eSCRIP:
ONLINE REGISTRATION: HTTP://WWW.ESCRIP.COM/

With eScrip and the power of YOU, GSC earns cash rewards when you shop.
It is free, it is easy, and it helps support programs and services for children.
Gifted Support Center Inc
eScrip Group ID – 500293407

ADD OUR AMAZONSMILE TO YOUR
AMAZON ACCOUNT:
ADD GSC TO AMAZON: HTTPS://SMILE.AMAZON.COM/CH/46-3971255

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon with the same
products, prices, and shopping features as Amazon.com. The
difference is that when you shop on AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile
Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible
products to the GSC/LYFSE.
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CHECK OUT OUR PAST EVENTS!

Ann facilitates parent talk at
Pasadena Unified School District
on February 13th, 2018

GSC/LYFSE benefit February 21,
2018

Naomi Kinsman and Society of
Young Inklings partner with GSC for
Launch Your Novel workshop on
February 24, 2018

CAG Annual Conference in San
Diego March 2-4, 2018
Cherilyn (R) Ann (M) Anabel (L)

GSC/LYSFE Benefit featuring
Tijl Koenderink, February 21,
2018

Naomi Kinsman and Society of
Young Inklings partner with GSC
for Launch Your Novel workshop
on February 24, 2018

Ann and Patrice, I-Excel Above
Level Testing at GSC on March 18,
2018

CAG Annual Conference in San
Diego March 2-4, 2018
Anabel (L) Gretchen (LM)
Cherilyn (RM) Ann (R)

Krista Landgraf facilitates LYSFE
lesson with middle school
students

